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Alert message to NGOs  (Non Government Organizations). 
 
- Testimony of revealing example of the total ignorance of the population on the effects of irradiation 
by radio frequencies in 900/2450 MHz (Relay Antennas) and 20/50 GHz (Hertzian Repeater).  
The NGOs which disseminate information on these problems should really take this reality into 
account in their reports. 
 
http://www.bebe-conseil.com/forum/viewtopic.php?t=5735 
 

Hello to all.  
Yesterday when I picked up Cassiane at school towards 3.15 pm she was red and had swollen cheeks.  
Under the eyes she had thick plates. The teacher told to me she had surely an allergy. 
That quickly disappeared once at home.  
I was working that evening and my husband who gave her a bath told me she had buttons on her arms. 
This morning there was nothing left.   
I bring her to school. I speak 2 minutes with the teacher and during this Cassiane shows me a drawing she 
has made, then takes a book and starts going through it. 
And then once again, here are the plates which forcedly reappear, just as on the back of her hands and 
on her knees which start to itch. I decide to immediately go to the doctor, but once at home for 15 min the 
plates grow blurred. The doctor will not see anything any more.  
To your opinion can someone be allergic to something volatile, which is in the air or is it related to her going 
through her book? I know that one will have to make tests but which direction should we take ? She never  
had any reaction before these. Do you have any clue on this ? 
Thank you and kisses to all.  
 
Comments: it is now possible to determine according to various parameters (reaction time, distance, 
developed pathologies, etc. . .) the source and type of irradiation’s. In Cassiane’s case, whose mom 
is unaware that she is (most probably) electrosensisitive, we are talking (most probably) about  
the radiation’s of a beam between 20 and 25 GHz of a parabolic Herzian Repeater.  
 
Serge Sargentini (Next-up organization - France) – Jean-Luc Guilmot (001.be.cx – Belgium). 
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